
We are The National Writers Union / UAW

The National Writers Union UAW Local 1981

is the only labor union that represents freelance writers.
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How does the NWU Work?

By combining the strength of more than 1,200 members 

with the support of the United Automobile Workers, 

the NWU works to advance the economic and 

working conditions of all writers.



What are some NWU Benefits? 

Our members also directly benefit from the many valuable 

services the Union offers—including grievance assistance, 

contract advice, and much more—

while actively contributing to a growing movement of 

professional freelancers who have banded together to assert 

their collective power.





National Writers Union takes on:

The war on collective bargaining goes on, this time at Verizon! 



National Writers Union feels that:   



NWU takes on: The Huffington Post

The Union of Huffington Post Writers and Bloggers 

"call on journalists and  bloggers to join the National Writers Union.“



A word to the wise: 



What is a

Ghostwriter?



A Ghostwriter is a professional writer 
who is paid well for their knowledge 
as well as their ability to spin words!

A ghostwriter can write just about 
anything, which is officially credited 

to another person.



In many cases, celebrities or public 
figures do not have the time, 

discipline, or writing skills to write and 
research a several-hundred page 
autobiography or "how-to" book. 



I am a ghostwriter.
I have been writing since I was a child. I received my first 

writing award when I was eight years old. Ever since then I 
have been perfecting my craft. 



“The Book Doctor Is Always Ready…For Your Words!”

In April 2007 I started my own company:



So far I’ve had a few clients and they seem 
pleased with my services.



“Alecia Goodlow-Young, Girl, when God shows up He shows out. I 
had been praying for a great writer/editor. You’re creative and 

you’re all that! I know we will have future dealings. God bless you 
and your family. Keep your head up, cause that’s where we are 

going-straight up. Love, Sonya”

Those words were written by my client Sonya Taylor author of Finding Platinum: 
A Magic City Memoir. 



Have you ever wanted to write any kind of book?

An Autobiography
A Cookbook

A Family Tree
Book of a Poetry 

A How To Manual



If you said yes to any of these 
questions…

Maybe you need a Ghostwriter!



Any Questions or Concerns?


